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Adsorption of xenon and CH 4 mixtures in zeolite NaA. 129Xe NMR
and grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations
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Investigation of competitive adsorption is carried out using the Xe–CH4 mixture in zeolite NaA as
a model system. The Xen clusters are trapped in the alpha cages of this zeolite for times sufficiently
long that it is possible to observe individual peaks in the NMR spectrum for each cluster while the
CH4 molecules are in fast exchange between the cages and also with the gas outside. The129Xe
nuclear magnetic resonance spectra of nine samples of varying Xe and CH4 loadings have been
observed and analyzed to obtain the129Xe chemical shifts and the intensities of the peaks which are
dependent on the average methane and xenon occupancies. The distributionsPn , the fraction of
cages containingn Xe atoms, regardless of the number of CH4 molecules are obtained directly from
the relative intensities of the Xen peaks. From the observed129Xe chemical shift of each Xen peak
can be obtained the average number of CH4 molecules in the same cavity asn Xe atoms. Grand
canonical Monte Carlo~GCMC! simulations of mixtures of Xe and CH4 in a rigid zeolite NaA
lattice provide the detailed distributions and the average cluster shifts, as well as the distributions
Pn . The agreement with experiment is reasonably good for all nine samples. The calculated
absolute chemical shifts for the Xen peaks in all samples at 300 K range from 80 to 230 ppm and
are in good agreement with experiment. We also consider a very simple strictly statistical model of
a binary mixture, derived from the hypergeometric distribution, in which the component molecules
are distinguishable but equivalent in competition for eight lattice sites per cage under mutual
exclusion. The latter simple model provides a limiting case for the distributions, with which both the
GCMC simulations and the properties of the actual Xe–CH4 system are compared. The ideal
adsorbed solution theory gives a first approximation to the selectivity of the adsorption of the Xe
and CH4 from a mixture of gases, but starts to fail at high total pressures, especially at low CH4 mole
fraction in the bulk. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~90!70201-2#
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INTRODUCTION

Industrial adsorption processes generally involve adso
tion of multicomponent mixtures. The distribution and d
namic behavior of a binary mixture of adsorbed species
microporous material is of significant interest for hetero
enous catalytic processes and separations application
these materials.1 Adsorption and diffusion of mixtures in
zeolites are found to be strongly dependent on the comp
tion of the fluid phase.2 For theA-type zeolites, NaA, KA,
and AgA, for example, it has been found that the measu
ment of the distribution of molecules among the cages
the rate constants for cage-to-cage migration of p
xenon can be carried out using129Xe nuclear magnetic
resonance,3–8 and the experimental data~adsorption iso-
therms, distributions, and chemical shifts in a sample of
sorbed xenon in equilibrium with the bulk phase! can be
reproduced satisfactorily by employing grand canoni
Monte Carlo methods in the averaging.7,9–11For binary mix-
tures of Xe and CH4 in zeolite NaA, we adopt the following
3230021-9606/2000/112(1)/323/12/$17.00
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strategy: Calculate the theoretical shielding functions
129Xe in Xe–CH4; test the function against chemical sh
measurements in gas phase mixtures using available a
tropic potential surfaces for the Xe–CH4 interaction. Adopt a
CH4–CH4 interaction potential function and a CH4-zeolite
potential function. Test these against the temperature de
dent adsorption isotherms of pure CH4 in zeolite NaA by
doing GCMC simulations of CH4 in NaA. Then use GCMC
simulations of Xe–CH4 mixtures in the zeolite to obtain dis
tributions and mixture adsorption isotherms, to be compa
with ideal adsorbed solution theory. Finally, GCM
simulations on equilibrium bulk phase/adsorbed ph
Xe–CH4/NaA systems that match the composition of t
experimental samples will generate distributions and che
cal shifts that can be compared against the experimental
ues of about 5–6 intensities and the corresponding chem
shifts in each of nine samples. In principle, there is suffici
detail in these experiments for stringent tests of the simu
tions. If the simulations can reproduce the experimental v
© 2000 American Institute of Physics
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ues satisfactorily, then we may derive from the GCMC sim
lations more detailed pictures~one-body distribution
functions, two-body distribution functions, etc.! of the be-
havior of Xe and CH4 in competitive adsorption in a zeolite

EXPERIMENTS

Sample preparation has been previously described.4 Four
mm ~o.d.! tubes are fashioned from ordinary borosilicate tu
ing, containing a volume of 0.20–0.25 mL, calibrated w
mercury. A known mass of zeolite is introduced~typically 50
mg!, dried for 16 h under ‘‘thin-bed’’ conditions at 350
400 °C under vacuum. A known number of moles of Xe a
CH4 are introduced and the sample is flame-sealed un
liquid nitrogen. The mass balance of Xe and CH4 between
the adsorbed and gaseous phases can be obtained from
data in an experimental manner.

129Xe spectra were taken on Bruker AC-200, Vari
VXR-300S and Bruker AM-400 spectrometers, temperatu
controlled to within about 0.2 K at 300 K using the1H spec-
trum of neat ethylene glycol. The experimental relaxat
times of all Xen clusters in a given sample are identical d
to cage-to-cage migration. Thus, the relative peak intens
of Xen in these specific systems are reliable over a w
range of recycle times. 4 K data points were collected for a
spectra with 2000–20 000 transients being averaged in e
case. Spectra were taken with the spectrometer unloc
~magnetic field drift is negligible!, B0 being reproducibly se
by setting the methylene proton of ethylene glycol to a p
determined resonance frequency.

COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

The grand canonical ensemble is appropriate for ads
tion systems, in which the adsorbed phase is in equilibri
with the gas at some specified temperature. The use
computer simulation allows us to calculate average ma
scopic properties directly without having to explicitly calc
late the partition function. The grand canonical Monte Ca
~GCMC! method as applied in this work has been describ
in detail earlier.9,10 The potential functions and the shieldin
functions are cut-and-shifted to be consistent with the us
the minimum image convention12 in the periodic boundary
conditions. The effective potentials describing the interact
between the adsorbed molecules and the zeolite, the Xe
and Xe–CH4 potential functions, and the Xe–CH4 shielding
function used are the ones described below. The simula
box is a unit cell of zeolite NaA, with the atomic coordi-
nates, including the Na cations, taken from the x-ray sin
crystal refinement of the dehydrated zeolite by Pluth a
Smith.13 This is unchanged from our previous work.9 The
Markov chain is constructed using the Norman–Filin
Downloaded 11 Jan 2007 to 149.132.99.84. Redistribution subject to AIP
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method, that is, using three equally weighted types of mov
one involving displacement of a particle, and two mov
randomly chosen from destruction or creation of a particle14

as in our previous work.9 The core of the program effects th
creation/destruction and displacement of one molecule
time and calculates the associated energy change,DU in
each case. This is used to continuously update the total
figurational energy of the system, without having to recalc
late every interaction at every step. The displacement s
uses the adsorbed phase composition in the choice of e
fluid. The creation/destruction step begins with the decis
to either create or destroy a particle. If the decision is
destroy a particle~that is, the particle is assumed to go in
the gas phase! the choice between destroying an atom of X
or CH4 is made proportionately to the gas phase compo
tion, i.e., rXe and rCH4

. The choice of creating an atom o
Xe or CH4 is likewise made according to the gas phase co
position. The chemical potential of the Xe and the CH4 ap-
propriate to the temperature and densities in the gas mixt
using the virial coefficients, are

m12m1
052RT~r1B111r2B12!1RT ln~r1 /r0!, ~1a!

m22m2
052RT~r2B221r1B12!1RT ln~r2 /r0!. ~1b!

These chemical potentials for the adsorbed phase with w
the gas mixture is in equilibrium, the temperature, and
mole fraction of CH4 in the gas are the parameters of
GCMC simulation.

The added complication of a sorbate with structure
that the orientation of the CH4 has to be generated at eac
displacement or creation step. This is easily done since
are using sorbate molecules with rigid geometry. In a d
placement step for CH4 a random orientation is also chose
before it is accepted from the same probability distributio
The orientation of a rigid body specifies the relation betwe
an axis system fixed in space and one with respect to
body. A unit vector in the body-fixed frameeb can be ob-
tained by

eb5A–es

from the unit vectores in the space fixed frame. Any orien
tation is defined as a series of rotations about the body-fi
axes, an anticlockwise rotationf, ~0 to 2p! about thez axis;
an anticlockwise rotationu ~0 to p! about thex axis, and an
anticlockwise rotationc ~0 to 2p! about thez axis. The ro-
tation matrixA is
A5F cosc cosf2cosu sinf sinc cosc sinf1cosu cosf sinc sinc sinu

2sinc cosf2cosu sinf cosc 2sinc sinf1cosu cosf cosc cosc sinu

sinu sinf 2sinu cosf cosu
G .
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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The position of the hydrogen atoms are expressed as
vectors relative to the central carbon atom for an arbitra
chosen body-fixed frameeb. A new orientation in the spac
fixed frame is made by choosing three random numbers, g
erated from a uniform distribution on~0, 1! to represent cos
u, f, andc, normalized, respectively, to the range21 to 11,
0 to 2p and 0 to 2p, respectively. The transpose of the rot
tion matrix is then calculated and applied toeb.

15 Alternative
methods are given in Ref. 12.

In our approach, the129Xe shielding, like the energy, is
taken to be expressible as a sum of pairwise contributio
using atom–atom shielding functions that are likewise
and shifted. The Xe–O and Xe–Na shielding functions u
here are the same as was used in our previous work.9,10,16

The new Xe–CH4 shielding function is as described below

THE POTENTIAL FUNCTIONS, V„Xe–Xe…,
V„Xe–CH4…, AND V„CH4–CH4…

The Xe–Xe potential function used is the best two-bo
potential of Aziz and Slaman,17 fitted to the form suggeste
by Maitland and Smith:18

V~Xe–Xe!5«H 6

n26
r̄ 2n2

n

n26
r̄ 26J , ~2!

where n is allowed to vary withr̄ 5r /r min according ton
5m1g( r̄ 21). This is the same Xe–Xe potential we ha
used throughout our work on Xe in zeolites,7,9–11,19and the
parameters are given in Table I.

The CH4–CH4 interaction potential is taken from th
potential of Righini, Maki, and Klein20 ~RMK! which had
been fitted to the second pressure virial coefficientsB11(T)
of CH4 at 100–600 K, and the thermodynamic properties
solid methane, including the low temperature phase tra
tions. Meinander and Tabisz21 examined the effect of the
anisotropy of the potential on the second virial coefficie
and found that the RMK potential is a very good represen
tion of the intermolecular potential of CH4 and superior to
previously proposed functions. The RMK function is

V~CH4–CH4!5V~r C–C!1(
i

(
j

V~r Hi2Hj
!, ~3!

whereV(r H–H) is of the formA exp@2brH–H#. We have used
V(r H–H) unchanged, butV(r C–C) is modified slightly to be
of the Maitland–Smith form rather than the origin
Hartree–Fock damped form of the RMK potential. The p
rameters of the potential functions used in this work
given in Table I. The form we have used reproduces the p

TABLE I. Potential function parameters used in this work for sorbate in
actions.

g m r min , Å «/kB , K

V(r Xe–Xe) 11 13 4.3627 282.29
V(r Xe–C) 9.5 13 4.0047 141.52
V(r Xe–H) 9.5 13 3.671 53.07
V(r C–C) 8 11.5 3.915 230.1

A, K b, Å21

V(r H–H) 4.23083105 3.77
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CH4 second virial coefficients calculated by the RMK fun
tion. Other potential functions that had been used in the
erature are of the form

V~CH4–CH4!5VLJ~r C–C!1(
p

(
j

VLJ~r Cp– Hj
!

1(
i

(
j

VLJ~r Hi – Hj
! ~4!

with various parameters.22,23 They do not reproduce the ex
perimentalB11(T) of CH4 as well as the RMK potentia
does, in one case it is clear that the potential function h
never been tested against the virial coefficient.23

The Xe–CH4 interaction potential used in this work i
based on the isotropic potential function of Liutiet al.24

which had an MSV form~Morse-spline–van der Waals! and
had been parametrized to reproduce the absolute value
the integral cross sections and the glory extrema positi
from molecular beam scattering experiments. We fitted
Liuti potential function using the site–site form,

V~Xe–CH4!5V~r Xe–C!1(
i

V~r Xe–Hi
! ~5!

where V(r Xe–C) and V(r Xe–Hi
) are taken to be of the

Maitland–Smith form with the parameters given in Table
Since the shielding functions go to large negative values
close approach, it is quite important to have Xe–Xe a
Xe–CH4 potentials that have the correct behavior at the
short distances, especially close tor 0 . The Maitland–Smith
form provides a superior fit to the best Aziz potential f
Xe–Xe and to the MSV form of the Xe–CH4 potential of
Liuti et al., and is just as inexpensive as the Lennard-Jo
form in computational overhead. The initialV(Xe–C) pa-
rameters used in the iterative fitting procedure were obtai
by applying combining rules starting from theV(Xe–Xe)
andV(CH4–CH4). The resulting Xe–CH4 potential function
in Eq. ~5! was tested against the mixed second pressure v
coefficientsB12(T) measured by Brewer.25 In addition it was
found to reproduce the correlating equation found by Brew
for the mixed second virial of Xe–CH4.

25 Thus, we believe
the potential function described by Eq.~5! with parameters
given in Table I, obtained by fitting to the Liutiet al. poten-
tial, is adequate to describe the Xe–CH4 interactions in the
gas phase mixture with respect to pressure behavior
chemical potentials. This potential function was also fou
to be adequate to reproduce the second virial coefficien
the129Xe chemical shift due to interaction with the CH4 mol-
ecule, as described below.

THE SHIELDING FUNCTION, s„

129Xe, Xe–CH4…

The values of the129Xe shielding function were obtaine
for various Xe-C distances at three different orientations
the CH4: with the Xe-C distance vector placed along an H-
bond, along a bisector of the H-C-H angle, and along a n
mal to the equilateral triangle of three H atoms. Initially th
39Ar shielding was calculated for the Ar–CH4 system at
these orientations, using both the LORG method of Han
and Bouman26 and the GIAO method of Wolinski and

-
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Pulay27 with full counterpoise corrections at each of the
configurations of the pair. It is interesting to note that us
the same basis set, the counterpoise corrections were la
in the GIAO method than in the LORG method. The scali
of the shielding of39Ar in the Ar–CH4 system to the129Xe
shielding in the Xe–CH4 system were carried out at eac
configuration by using the factors

aXe

aAr
3

^a0
3/r 3&Xe

^a0
3/r 3&Ar

3
UXe~UAr1UCH4

!

UAr~UXe1UCH4
!

for the 129Xe shielding, and the factor

r 0~Xe2CH4!

r 0~Ar2CH4!

for the Xe–C distance. The fundamental properties~a,
^a0 /r 3&, and ionization potentialU! of Xe, Ar, and CH4 were
taken from Refs. 28, 29, and 30, respectively. Ther 0 of the
best isotropic potentials for Xe–CH4 ~Righini et al., Ref. 20!
and Ar–CH4 ~Buck et al., Ref. 31! were used in the scaling
of the distance between the centers. No adjustable pa
eters were used in the scaling. The resulting129Xe–CH4

shielding values at 96 configurations are then represente
a functional form, for use in obtaining average chemi
shifts for the gas phase and for the simulations of
Xe–CH4 mixture inside the zeolite. The129Xe shielding
function for the Xe–CH4 system is written as

s~129Xe, Xe–CH4!5s~129Xe,r Xe–C!

1(
i

s~129Xe,r Xe–Hi
!. ~6!

The individual functions are of the form

s~129Xe,r !5a6r 261a8r 281a10r
2101a12r

2121a14r
214,

~7!

where r 5r Xe–C or r Xe–Hi
. The coefficients were found b

least squares fitting to the 96 calculateds(129Xe, Xe–CH4)
values.

The 129Xe shielding function for the Xe–CH4 system
was tested against the experimental density coefficient of
129Xe chemical shift in gaseous mixtures of Xe and CH4.

32 In
such mixtures, the shielding is represented by an expan
in the densities

s~T,rXe ,rCH4
!5s01s1~T!Xe–XerXe

1s1~T!Xe–CH4
rCH4

1¯ , ~8!

wheres0 is the shielding of an isolated Xe atom, and t
densities in pure Xe samples and the samples of Xe–4
mixtures are used to determine the second virial coefficie
s1(T)Xe–Xe and s1(T)Xe–CH4

.32 The values ofs1(T)Xe–CH4

are given by the integral

s1~T!Xe–CH4
5EEEE$s~129Xe, Xe–CH4~r ,u,f,c!!2s0%

3exp@2V~r ,u,f,c!/kBT#. ~9!

The values of this integral are shown in Fig. 1 in comparis
with the experimental data in the range 230–440 K. Firs
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all, the sign is correct. Second, the order of magnitude of
values at room temperature and above is remarkably clos
experiment. Third, the qualitative change with temperatur
the same as in experiment. The agreement is very good
cept at the lowest temperatures. We had found deviation
be in the same direction for the Xe–Xe, Xe–Kr, Xe–Ar pa
as well; i.e., the absolute magnitudes of the experime
values are larger than the values obtained from integra
over the ab initio shielding functions at the lowes
temperatures.33

For Xe–CH4 mixtures in the zeolite the average chem
cal shifts are calculated using the Metropolis Monte Ca
method. At given chemical potentials,

s~mXe ,mCH4
,T,V!5~1/M !(

i 51

M

s i~rn!, ~10!

where the configurationsi 51 to M are generated by a Mar
kov chain constructed so that its limiting distribution is th
required probability distribution for a grand canonical e
semble. In GCMC the Markov chain is constructed so t
the limiting distribution is proportional to

exp$2@U~rN!2Nm#/kBT2 ln N!

23N ln~h2/2pmkBT!1/21N ln V%.

The functions i(r
N)5s(r1 ,r2 ,r3 ,r4 ,...) is thepairwise ad-

ditive shielding function, summed over all the Xe–O
Xe–Na1, Xe–Xe, Xe–C, and Xe–H distances in thei th con-
figuration. LikewiseU(rN) is the~in this work, pairwise ad-
ditive! interaction potential function.

THE INTERACTION POTENTIAL BETWEEN THE
SORBATES AND THE ZEOLITE

Before we can carry out the grand canonical Mon
Carlo averaging of the distributions and the chemical sh

FIG. 1. Second virial coefficient of the129Xe nuclear shielding calculated
from the Xe–CH4 shielding function given by Eq.~6! and theV(Xe–CH4)
given by Eq.~5! is compared with the experimental values obtained from
129Xe chemical shift in gas phase mixtures of Xe and CH4.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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of the mixture of Xe and CH4 in the zeolite NaA, we need to
test the interaction potentials V(Xe–zeolite) and
V(CH4–zeolite) against the known properties of both t
pure Xe in the zeolite and of pure CH4 in the zeolite. Al-
though we have also carried out simulations explicitly
cluding the inductive interactions between Xe and
zeolite,19,34 we do not do that here. Instead, we use the sa
V(Xe–zeolite) that we have used previously for pure xen
in NaA,9 and for mixtures of rare gases in NaA.10,16 where
the entire interaction is represented by an effective poten
that is of the form

V~Xe–zeolite!5( VLJ~Xe–Ozeol!

1( VLJ~Xe–Nazeol
1 !, ~11!

using the same Lennard-Jones parameters as we have
before, shown in Table II. For the pure CH4 in zeolite NaA,
we use the same effective potential function used by Wo
and Rowlinson for CH4 in NaX,35 summing over the O at
oms of the zeolite framework and the Na1 counterions:

V~CH4–zeolite!5( VLJ~C–Ozeol!1( VLJ~C–Nazeol
1 !

1(
i

H( VLJ~Hi –Ozeol!

1( VLJ~Hi–Nazeol
1 !J . ~12!

The parameters of this potential function are summarize
Table II. An alternative set of effective Lennard-Jones fun
tions have been used by Maddox and Rowlinson for CH4 in
NaY,36,37and by Juneet al.38 for CH4 in silicalite. There are
other potential parameters that had been used for CH4 in
NaA in models which explicitly include induction terms u
ing partial charges on the oxygen and Na,39–41 and a more
complete description of the interactions between sorbate
zeolite uses distributed multipoles,42 but we opted for a
simple description@Eq. ~12!# that does not introduce a larg
number of parameters. The ability of the adopted potentia
reproduce the adsorption isotherm of pure CH4 in NaA is an
important one for this work because the loading of CH4 at a
given overhead pressure and bulk composition determ
the average number of CH4 molecules that can provide con
tributions to the Xe chemical shift. We have to start out w
a reasonable description of the CH4 loading in NaA in the

TABLE II. Lennard-Jones parameters used for the effective pairwise po
tials that are used here to model the sorbate–zeolite interaction.

r 0 , Å e/kB , K

V(Xe–Ozeol) 3.37 217.0
V(Xe–Nazeol

1 ) 3.676 39.08
V(C–Ozeol) 2.843 109.2
V(C–Nazeol

1 ) 3.225 16.62
V(Hi – Ozeol) 2.358 113.6
V(Hi – Nazeol

1 ) 2.713 14.31
Downloaded 11 Jan 2007 to 149.132.99.84. Redistribution subject to AIP
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absence of Xe, if we expect to represent the competi
distribution of CH4 and Xe among the cages.

The effective sorbate–zeolite potentials were tes
against the adsorption isotherms of the pure components
in zeolite NaA and CH4 in zeolite NaA. The experimental
adsorption isotherm data of Xe in NaA were reported in Ref.
9 and the comparison with simulations were shown the
For CH4 there are adsorption isotherms from Yucel a
Ruthven,43 and some older data from Harperet al.44 In con-
nection with other experiments, we also have measured~by
NMR spectroscopy! the adsorption isotherms of CD4 in NaA
at 262.9 K, 301.6 K, 329.5 K, and 361.5 K for loadings up
about 5 CD4 per cage. Agreement is good between Ru
ven’s data and ours. We show in Fig. 2 the comparison of
calculated adsorption isotherms from our simulations w
Ruthven’s experiments at 273 and 323 K. The agreemen
the adsorption isotherms from the GCMC simulation of pu
CH4 in NaA with experimental data is good when we use t
modified RMK potential forV(CH4–CH4) shown in Eq.~3!
and Table I, and the Woods potential parameters35 for
V(CH4–zeolite) shown in Eq.~12! and Table II. The other
CH4–zeolite potentials did not do as well. Therefore, w
choose the Woods potential parameters for the work
scribed below.

Having tested the CH4–CH4 and the Xe–CH4 potential
functions against pressure virial coefficients and other pr
erties, and having tested the Xe–CH4 shielding function and
Xe–CH4 potential against the density coefficient of the X
chemical shift in gas mixtures of Xe and CH4, and also hav-
ing tested the CH4 zeolite interactions against the experime
tal adsorption isotherms for pure CH4 adsorption in zeolite
NaA, we are now ready to consider the results for mixtu
of Xe and CH4 in zeolite NaA. The results of the GCMC
simulations are analyzed to provide the usual one-body
tribution functions, pair distribution functions, and occupa

FIG. 2. Adsorption isotherms from GCMC simulations of pure CH4 in zeo-
lite NaA at 273 and 323 K are compared with the experimental data
Ruthven~Ref. 43!.

n-
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cies. In addition, the average shieldings for individual mix
clusters Xen(CH4)m , which are independent of loading, a
accumulated over all the GCMC runs, as well as the avera
for Xen clusters for each (m1 ,m2 ,T). Calculations reported
here were carried out on IBM RISC/6000~models 560 and
365! and HP Apollo series 700 workstations.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Experimental 129Xe chemical shifts and distributions
of xenon atoms

In samples of pure Xe in NaA, the Xen chemical shifts at
a given temperature are the same for all samples, inde
dent of loading. Typical129Xe NMR spectra of Xe–CH4
mixtures in NaA are shown in Fig. 3. The changes in the Xn

chemical shifts from those found in pure xenon in NaA are
due to the presence of the other sorbate, in this case, C4.
The intensities provide directly, of those cages having
the fraction of cages occupied by exactlyn Xe atoms. The
distribution of Xe atoms among all cages,Pn , can be ob-
tained from these. The determination of^n&Xe the overall
average number of Xe atoms per cage, and^m&CH4

the over-
all average number of CH4 molecules per cage in a give
sample are described in detail in Ref. 10. The increme
chemical shift values for each Xen with increasing loading of
CH4 are shown in Fig. 4 for nine samples of Xe–CH4 mix-
tures in NaA. The most important trend in this figure is th
the incremental chemical shift of a particular Xen increases
with increasing overall CH4 loading. This increase is mor

FIG. 3. Typical129Xe NMR spectra of mixtures of Xe and CH4 at equilib-
rium in dehydrated zeolite NaA, with increasing loading of CH4 from top to
bottom. The Xe and CH4 loadings in these samples are~a! ^n&Xe51.250,
^m&CH4

50.915; ~b! ^n&Xe50.888, ^m&CH4
51.509; ~c! ^n&Xe51.056,

^m&CH4
52.208; ~d! ^n&Xe51.046,^m&CH4

53.860.
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pronounced for the samples with the larger Xe loading~filled
circles have ^n&Xe52.8– 3.9, open circles havên&Xe

50.9– 1.6 Xe per cage!. The other striking trend is that th
larger the Xen cluster, the smaller the dependence of t
129Xe chemical shift on the overall^m&CH4

. The lines in this
figure are related to a simple statistical explanation that w
be discussed in a later section.

GCMC simulations

The average 129Xe shielding in Xen„CH4…m

Figure 5 shows how the129Xe shielding for Xen(CH4)m

in an alpha cage are systematically of greater magnitude
those for the corresponding XenArm from the GCMC simu-
lations. That is, the incremental chemical shift upon add
each CH4 molecule is greater than that of adding each
atom to Xen , and this difference is more pronounced for t
largern. On the other hand, Table III shows that the avera
shielding of Xen(CH4) is rather similar to, and only slightly
less than the corresponding XenKr. In the case of XenKr, the
individual peaks have been observed experimentall45

whereas peaks for Xen(CH4)m have not. GCMC simulations
similar to those reported here have reproduced the obse
chemical shifts of XenKr to within a few ppm~2%!.16 The
chemical shifts calculated here for XenCH4 are expected to
be as reliable as those for XenKr.

The129Xe chemical shifts of the Xen clusters in a cage o
NaA, with or without the coadsorbate molecules, could n

FIG. 4. Experimental129Xe chemical shifts of Xen , $^s(XenCH4ave)&
2^s(Xen)&%, for n51 to 5 in mixtures of Xe and CH4 in zeolite NaA for
^n&Xe50.89– 1.59(s) and for ^n&Xe52.786– 3.89(d). The average Xen
chemical shift increments$^s@Xen(CH4!ave#&2^s@Xen#&%, predicted by the
hypergeometric distribution for̂n&Xe51.25 and 3.30 in mixtures of Xe and
CH4 in zeolite NaA are shown as lines.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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have been predicted from the internal volume of the cage
the known density dependence of the Xe chemical shif
the gas phase, since the one-body distribution function
Xe and the two-body distribution functions for Xe coadso
bate in the zeolite cage are distinctly different from the g
phase. Nevertheless, the observed~and calculated! chemical
shift increments between Xen and XenKr in zeolite NaA are
found to be related to the observed increments betweenn

and Xen11 ~and to the calculated increments between Xn

and XenCH4 or between Xen and XenAr) in the same way
that the gas phase second virial coefficient of129Xe shielding
for Xe–Kr ~and Xe–CH4 or Xe–Ar! is related to that for
Xe–Xe. If we compare the increments in the chemical sh
of the Xen cluster upon addition of one Xe, or Kr, or CH4, or
Ar, we find that they are related in the same ratio as
second virial coefficients of the Xe chemical shift in the g

FIG. 5. Comparison of the average shielding^s(Xen(CH4)m)& with
^s(XenArm)&, all in ppm.

TABLE III. 129Xe chemical shifts of the mixed clusters XenCH4 in the alpha
cages of zeolite NaA ~ppm relative to isolated Xe atom! compared with
XenKr.

Cluster

d(XenKr)

Cluster
d(XenCH4)

GCMCcOBSDa GCMCb

Xe1Kr 84.7 86.6 Xe1CH4 86.5
Xe2Kr 103.3 101.5 Xe2CH4 102.6
Xe3Kr 124.5 121.4 Xe3CH4 121.0
Xe4Kr 148.9 144.6 Xe4CH4 143.3
Xe5Kr 174.7 173.3 Xe5CH4 170.9
Xe6Kr 209.9 208.6 Xe6CH4 204.4

aReference 45.
bReference 16.
cThis work.
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phase: That is,s1(Xe–Kr)/s1(Xe–Xe)50.53 whereas the
ratio of the increments range from 0.57 to 0.62. Similar
s1(Xe–CH4)/s1(Xe–Xe)50.51, whereas the ratio of incre
ments range from 0.51 to 0.54; ands1(Xe–Ar)/
s1(Xe–Xe)50.34, whereas the ratio of increments ran
from 0.34 to 0.40. When the cages become crowded~more
than 5 Xe atoms! the chemical shift increments no longe
follow the gas phase trend. We expect the same relation
other sorbates~CO, CO2, N2) with Xe.

Selectivity coefficients for Xe and CH4 and ideal
adsorbed solution theory

First we consider the inside vs outside distribution of t
sorbate molecules. This difference in composition betwe
the adsorbed phase and the bulk phase in equilibrium wit
is captured by a single quantity called the separation fa
or selectivity coefficient. We use the conventional definiti
of selectivity as the ratio of the mole fractions in the zeol
to the ratio of the mole fractions in the bulk:46,47

SXe,CH4
5

xXe /xCH4

yXe /yCH4

or
$^n&Xe /^m&CH4

%

$rXe /rCH4
%

. ~13!

Theoretical separation factors may be obtained from the
dividual single-component adsorption isotherms if each co
ponent adsorbed independently of the other. In Fig. 6
show the separation factors or selectivity coefficients fr
GCMC simulations compared with those calculated from
pure isotherms using ideal adsorbed solution~IAS! theory.
We calculated the spreading pressurep, or rather (pA/RT),
by integration,

~pA/RT!5E
0

p

^n&Xe~p!
dp

p
~14!

FIG. 6. The selectivity coefficientsSXeCH4
obtained from GCMC simula-

tions are compared with the predictions of IAS theory from the adsorp
isotherms of pure Xe and CH4 at 300 K. The mole fractions of CH4 in the
gas phase areyCH4

50.7(j) andyCH4
50.3(s).
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for the pure components using the adsorption isotherms f
the GCMC simulations of the pure Xe and pure CH4 in zeo-
lite NaA. Then from the plots of (pA/RT) vs p we obtain at
a given total pressure the mole fractionsxXe andyXe .46 The
agreement of the IAS curves with the actual GCMC resu
~shown in Fig. 6! for mixtures of Xe and CH4 in NaA at 300
K is reasonably good. IAS theory serves as a good guid
to what selectivity coefficients to expect. There is a prefer
adsorption of Xe compared to CH4 in NaA, somewhat simi-
lar to the Xe–Kr selectivity, not as pronounced as in Xe–
mixtures. We find that the ideal adsorbed solution mo
gives good predictions forP,10 atm, and starts to fail a
higher pressures. The GCMC results show that the prefe
tial adsorption of Xe is decreased somewhat by increas
the mole fraction of CH4 in the bulk phase~good only for
P,1 atm) or by increasing the total pressure~at any bulk
composition!. Figure 6 shows that at higher total pressures
Xe–CH4 mixtures, GCMC simulations predict the CH4 mol-
ecule becomes more competitive with the Xe than the id
adsorbed solution predicts. This is consistent with our fi
ings in simulations of Xe–Ar competitive adsorption. For t
same mole fractions and total pressure in the bulk phase
selectivity coefficientsSXe, CH4

~comparable toSXe, Kr) are
not as large asSXe, Ar .

10

Comparison of the GCMC results with the simple
hypergeometric model

Next we consider distribution of the sorbate molecu
among the cavities of the microporous solid. This can
expressed in terms of the fractionf (n,m) of cages havingn
molecules of one type~Xe! and m molecules of the othe
type (CH4) in a zeolite having an overall average numb
^n&Xe and^m&CH4

of molecules per cage. Thef (n,m) in the
Xe–CH4/NaA systhtem cannot be observed directly expe
mentally since the CH4 molecules are freely exchangin
among the cavities. However, we have directly measu
Pn , the fraction of cages that have exactlyn Xe atoms, with
various numbers of CH4 molecules. We can compare distr
butions obtained from the GCMC simulations with tho
from the simple model of a binary mixture in which th
component molecules are distinguishable but equivalen
competition for a fixed number of lattice sites per cage un
the rule of mutual exclusion, in which the distribution amo
cavities can be trivially obtained. The fraction of cages h
ing n molecules of one type~Xe! and m molecules of the
other type (CH4) is given by

f ~n,m!5Hi^n&n^m&m/

H n!m! (
k50

n

@^n&k^m& i 2k/k! ~ i 2k!! #J , ~15!

where Hi is given by the hypergeometric distribution, whic
in the limit of a large number of subvolumes~alpha cages!
takes the form,4

Hi5^ i & i~K2^ i &!~K2 i !K!/KKi ! ~K2 i !! ~16!

where^ i &5N/M5the average number of molecules per su
volume~N molecules inM alpha cages!. In the case of xenon
in the alpha cages of zeolite NaA, it can be assumed tha
Downloaded 11 Jan 2007 to 149.132.99.84. Redistribution subject to AIP
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K58 is a reasonable model since no more than eight
atoms have been found in an alpha cage of NaA. We com-
pared thef (n,m)5from GCMC simulations with the predic
tions of Eq.~15! and found that the simple model works ju
as well for Xe–CH4 mixtures as it does for Xe–Kr and bette
than for Xe–Ar mixtures in NaA.16

For any^n& and ^m&, the average number of CH4 mol-
ecules in those cages having exactlyn Xe atoms,@^m&CH4

#n

is trivially obtained. These@^m&CH4
#n are compared with the

GCMC results in Fig. 7 for Xe1 to Xe6. The simple hyper-
geometric mixture model gives results nearly indistinguis
able from GCMC for the average number of CH4 molecules
in the same cavity as Xe1, but has systematic deviations from
the GCMC results for cavities containing Xe2 to Xe6, as seen
in Fig. 7. The simple model gives larger average numbers
CH4 molecules in the same cavity as Xe5 and Xe6 through-
out the whole range of values of@^m&CH4

#n than does
GCMC. The deviations shown here between the GCMC
sults and the simple hypergeometric model are respons
for the deviations between the chemical shifts observed
perimentally, shown as points in Fig. 4, and the lines wh
are the average chemical shifts based on Xe and CH4 distri-
butions taken from the simple model.

For a fixed total number of Xe atoms in the zeolite, ho
are the CH4 molecules distributed among cages with diffe
ing number of Xe atoms?@^m&CH4

#n decreases with increas
ing n, largest for those cages containing no Xe atoms a
smallest for those cages containing seven Xe atoms. As
total number of CH4 molecules is increased, each of th
@^m&CH4

#n increases. This larger average number of C4

FIG. 7. The average number of CH4 molecules in those cages having e
actly n Xe atoms,@^m&CH4

#n . The results from GCMC simulations for a
wide range of overall̂n&Xe and^m&CH4

are compared with results from th
simple hypergeometric mixture model.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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visitors in turn causes the chemical shift of every Xen peak to
increase with increasinĝm&CH4

, as is seen in Fig. 4. Be
cause@^m&CH4

#n decreases with increasingn, there results a
compression in the chemical shift differences between
Xen peaks with increasing overall^m&CH4

, to the point that
at high enough CH4 loading, the chemical shift differences o
the Xen peaks can no longer be resolved, and only a br
single peak is observed. We can already see the trend to
that limit in the spectrum~d! in Fig. 3 of a sample having an
averagê m&CH4

53.86 CH4 molecules per cage.
For a fixed total number of CH4 molecules, in the zeo

lite, how are the CH4 molecules distributed among cag
with differing number of Xe atoms? As already describ
above,@^m&CH4

#n generally decreases with increasingn, but
what is the trend when samples with a low^n&Xe are com-
pared against samples with a higher^n&Xe? We find in the
simple model and in the GCMC simulations that@^m&CH4

#n

is larger for every Xen in the higher^n&Xe samples. At low
^n&Xe , say 1.00, the CH4 molecules are distributed amon
cages having few Xe atoms, so there are many unoccu
lattice sites for CH4 molecules to go into. At high loading o
Xe, say ^n&Xe55.00, the same fixed number of CH4 mol-
ecules will be distributed among cages containing ma
more Xe atoms. Since the total number of sites available
the fixed total number of CH4 molecules decreases as t
sites have been taken up by Xe atoms,@^m&CH4

#n for each
Xen cluster is larger than in the loŵn&Xe sample. The
simple model shows these general trends in the calcul
distributions in Fig. 8 for a fixed overall^m&CH4

51.250, pre-
dicting quite well the trend that the@^m&CH4

#n for each Xen

FIG. 8. For a fixed total number of CH4 molecules in the zeolite, how ar
they distributed among cages with differing number of Xe atoms? The s
curves are the average number of CH4 molecules in the same cage as th
Xen cluster, @^m&CH4

#n vs overall ^n&Xe for fixed overall ^m&CH4
51.250,

calculated from the hypergeometric distribution. The points are calcul
from GCMC simulations.
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cluster goes up aŝn&Xe increases in the results from GCM
simulations. As thê n&Xe varies from 1.0 to 7.0 the tota
number of sites available for the fixed total number of C4
molecules decreases as the sites are taken up by Xe a
which are increasing in total number. The consequenc
that the @^m&CH4

#n for each Xen cluster goes up aŝn&Xe

increases. This larger average number of CH4 visitors in turn
causes the chemical shift of the Xen peak to increase with
increasing^n&Xe , the curious secondary effect seen expe
mentally in Fig. 4, where the filled circles lie at highe
chemical shifts~larger negative shielding! than the open
circles. Figure 8 predicts that this increase in the@^m&CH4

#n

for a given Xen cluster as the overall^n&Xe increases, is less
and less pronounced with increasingn. There are conse
quences in the Xen chemical shifts; for example, comparin
Xe1 with Xe4 in Fig. 4, we see that the gap between the fill
circles and the open circles decreased.

Comparison of GCMC simulations with experiment

Distributions of xenon and CH 4

The experimental distributions, the fraction of cag
containingn Xe atoms, and any number of CH4 molecules,
Pn , obtained from the intensities of the Xen peaks, are well
reproduced by the GCMC simulations for all nine sampl
as shown in Fig. 9. For a given xenon loading, the expe
mentalPn values in zeolite samples containing mixtures
Xe and CH4 appear not to be systematically different fro

id

d

FIG. 9. The fractions of alpha cages containingn Xe atoms,Pn , from
experiment and from GCMC simulations. The loadings are as follows.
the top row,^n&Xe50.888,^m&CH4

51.509~GCMC!: ^n&Xe50.925,^m&CH4

51.533); 1.046, 3.860~GCMC: 1.038, 3.850!; 1.056, 2.208~GCMC: 1.076,
2.253!. For the middle row:̂ n&Xe51.250,^m&CH4

50.915 ~GCMC: 1.246,
0.884!; 1.593, 1.175~GCMC: 1.592, 1.170!; 2.780, 1.274~GCMC 2.814,
1.353!. For the bottom row:̂ n&Xe53.010,^m&CH4

52.079 ~GCMC: 3.026,
2.016!; 3.166, 1.179~GCMC: 3.217, 1.182!; 3.887, 0.681~GCMC: 3.915,
0.703!.
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the experimentalPn values in zeolite samples containin
pure Xe. This is best illustrated by a comparison of theg(n),
that fraction of those cages occupied with Xe, that have
actly nXe atoms, shown in Fig. 10. The points are obtain
directly from the experimental intensities of the Xen peaks in
samples of pure Xe and of mixtures of Xe–CH4 in NaA. The
distribution of the Xe atoms among the cages (g(n)) appear
not to be significantly different, whether the cages are pa
occupied by CH4 molecules or not. We found this to be th
case for co-adsorbed Xe and Ar as well,10 but this is prob-
ably not generally true. It is easy to imagine that for a fai
bulky coadsorbate that is not free to exchange from cag
cage, the Xe will find an effectively smaller cage where c
adsorbates are present. In Fig. 10 the curves based on
simple hypergeometric model show systematic deviati
from experiment. Results of GCMC simulations in pure X
and in mixtures, not shown, completely overlap the exp
mentalg(n) values, showing the identical systematic dev
tions as the experiment from the simple model.

Finally, the distributions that we observe experimenta
and find in GCMC simulations are not consistent with the
adsorbates per cage that are reported in other simulation48

129Xe chemical shifts

One of the interesting experimental observations is t
the larger the Xen cluster the smaller the dependence of t

FIG. 10. Experimental equilibrium distribution of Xe atoms at 300 K amo
those cages occupied by Xe atoms. Shown are the fractiong(n) of cages
containing Xen in samples of zeolite NaA containing:~h! pure Xe and~d!
a mixture of Xe and CH4. ^n&specof a sample is the average Xe occupan
of cages containing Xe, which can be obtained directly from the spectr
The fractions predicted by the hypergeometric distribution for eight equ
lent lattice sites is shown as the solid curve in each case.
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129Xe chemical shift on the overall^m&CH4
. This is observed

despite the fact that the larger Xen clusters have larger incre
mental shifts. The explanation for this is an obvious one: X1

can have any number from 1 to 9 CH4 molecules with it in
the cage, and the Xe1 chemical shift can thus vary over
wide range, according to the@^m&CH4

#1 for the cages con-
taining only one Xe atom, as the overall^m&CH4

is varied. On
the other hand, Xe7 can have at most 1 or 2 CH4 molecules
with it in the cage, no matter how much the overall^m&CH4

is
increased. The Xen chemical shift trends are fully explaine
by the simple hypergeometric mixture model, since t
@^m&CH4

#n determine the incremental shift of the Xen peak as
the overall loading of CH4 increases, and the secondary e
fect leads to smaller or larger incremental shifts for lower
higher ^n&Xe . We demonstrate this in Fig. 4, where the a
erage shielding of each mixed cluster Xen(CH4)m obtained
from GCMC are used and the distributions are calcula
entirely according to the simple model. We find that t
qualitative trends in the experimental chemical shifts~points!
are well reproduced by these calculations~lines!. Thus, a
strictly statistical model for the distribution of binary mix
tures among the cavities is sufficient to explain the trends
the chemical shift increments. However, deviations fro
simple model distributions start to affect the accuracy of r
resentation of experimental results for clusters Xe3 or larger.
And of course, we needed the GCMC simulations to obt
the proper average shieldings of the mixed clust
Xen(CH4)m that are used in the calculations for the lines
Fig. 4.

How well do the GCMC simulations reproduce the o
served chemical shifts in all nine Xe–CH4/NaA samples? In
Fig. 11 the total intermolecular chemical shift measured re
tive to the isolated Xe atom, the129Xe chemical shift for Xen
in an alpha cage with an average number of CH4 molecules
under fast exchange~which is directly calculated in the
GCMC simulations! is plotted in comparison with the ex
perimental values also measured relative to the isolated
atom. We see in Fig. 11 that in an absolute measure,
chemical shifts that we calculate are in good agreement w
experiment. This ability to reproduce the chemical shifts
all the peaks in all the samples implies that the GCMC sim

.
-

FIG. 11. The129Xe chemical shifts of Xen with CH4 under fast exchange in
zeolite NaA, predicted by GCMC simulations are compared with the expe
mental values for all nine samples. The shifts are in ppm relative to
isolated Xe atom.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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lations provide a reasonably accurate representation of
the distribution of CH4 molecules among the cavities co
taining Xe atoms and the distribution of configurations
each mixed Xen(CH4)m cluster within one cavity sampled a
room temperature.

CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the Xe–CH4 mixture in zeolite
NaA as a model system for competitive adsorption in m
croporous solids. The Xen clusters are trapped in the alph
cages of this zeolite for times sufficiently long that it is po
sible to observe individual peaks in the NMR spectrum
each cluster while the CH4 molecules are in fast exchang
between the cages and also with the gas outside. The129Xe
NMR spectra of nine samples of varying Xe and CH4 load-
ings provide detailed information in the form of129Xe
chemical shifts and the intensities of the peaks which
dependent on the average methane and xenon occupanc
has been possible to determine experimentally the ave
number of molecules of the second sorbate occupying
same cage asn atoms of the first sorbate. Grand canonic
Monte Carlo simulations of mixtures of Xe and CH4 in a
rigid zeolite NaA lattice provide the detailed distribution
and the average cluster shifts, as well as the distributionsPn ,
the fraction of cages containingnXe atoms regardless of th
number of CH4 molecules. The agreement with experimen
reasonably good for all nine samples. The absolute chem
shifts for all the Xen peaks observed at 300 K in the nin
samples, spanning a 200 ppm range, are well reproduce
the GCMC simulations. Although the detailed distribution
f @Xen(CH4)m#, the fractions of cages containing specifica
n Xe atoms and m CH4 molecules, have not been observ
directly in this system, this information is contained both
the observed129Xe chemical shifts of the Xen peaks and in
the observed distributionsPn . Therefore, these two types o
observables provide critical tests for computer simulations
f @Xen(CH4)m#.

In a strictly statistical model of a binary mixture i
which the component molecules are distinguishable
equivalent in competition for eight lattice sites per cage
der mutual exclusion, a hypergeometric distribution, the d
tribution among cavitiesf @Xen(CH4)m# can be trivially ob-
tained. This simple model therefore provides a limiting ca
against which both the GCMC simulations and the exp
mental Xe–CH4 system may be compared. This model
found to be very helpful in understanding the experimen
observations. The strictly statistical components of the
served trends in the distributions and the129Xe chemical
shifts of the Xen peaks can be determined separately, a
these can be treated in the limiting case of an ideal mixtu
Deviations from the ideal mixture behavior are then se
rately examined, providing additional insight.

The present study provides a paradigm for investigati
of coadsorption in zeolites over a wide range of loadings
this particular system, and indeed in any other system
which the Xe has long residence times while the coadsor
is fast exchanging between cages, the intensity of eachn
peak provides a quantitative measure of the distributions
the two types of sorbates among the cages, and the129Xe
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chemical shift of the Xen peak provides a measure of the
distributions within a cage. These distributions, for a ve
broad range of overhead pressures and mole fractions o
bulk gas, are not available from any other experiments.
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